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***Includes Practice Test Questions*** Get the test prep help you need to be successful on the

CPACE Written test. The CPACE Written is extremely challenging and thorough test preparation is

essential for success. CPACE Written Secrets Study Guide is the ideal prep solution for anyone

who wants to pass the CPACE Written Exam. Not only does it provide a comprehensive guide to the

CPACE Written Exam as a whole, it also provides practice test questions as well as detailed

explanations of each answer. CPACE Written Secrets Study Guide includes:  A detailed overview of

the CPACE Written  An analysis of visionary and inclusive leadership  A full study of student

learning  An in-depth look at systems for capacity building  A breakdown of resource management

and education law  Comprehensive practice questions with detailed answer explanations It's filled

with the critical information you'll need in order to do well on the test: the concepts, procedures,

principles, and vocabulary that the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CTC) expects

you to have mastered before sitting for the exam.  The Visionary and Inclusive Leadership section

covers:  School vision  Diverse families and communities  Implementing vision, mission, and goals 

Involving students in school improvement processes  Communicating with the media to engage the

public in education  Engaging parents and other community members from diverse populations 

Ethical standards issued by the American Association of School Administrators (AASA) 

Comprehensive needs assessment to refocus on school vision and mission  Educational equity 

The Student Learning section covers:  Using data in instructional planning and decision making 

Achievement gaps  Monitoring student progress  Student mental health  Ensuring cultural equality

and preventing or eliminating racism  Choosing which professional development model to

implement  The Systems for Capacity Building section covers:  Professional development plans 

Supporting teachers professional development and growth  Communicating effectively 

Collaborative data  Classroom visits, observations, and constructive feedback  Sharing school data

and needs with staff and communities  The Resource Management and Educational Law section

covers:  School resources  School facilities  School safety plans  Respect for individual dignity and

worth  Inclusive school community These sections are full of specific and detailed information that

will be key to passing the CPACE Written Exam. Concepts and principles aren't simply named or

described in passing, but are explained in detail. The guide is laid out in a logical and organized

fashion so that one section naturally flows from the one preceding it. Because it's written with an

eye for both technical accuracy and accessibility, you will not have to worry about getting lost in

dense academic language. Any test prep guide is only as good as its practice questions and

answers, and that's another area where our guide stands out. Our test designers have provided



scores of test questions that will prepare you for what to expect on the actual CPACE Written Exam.

Each answer is explained in depth, in order to make the principles and reasoning behind it crystal

clear.
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In 2013 I ordered the CLAD Study Guide and Flashcards and used them to pass the CLAD. On my

first testing, I took all three parts and passed two of the three. On the one I did not pass, I earned

216 and 220 is the minimum score. I know this system enabled me to pass. When I took the one

again, I did pass.Because of that experience, I ordered your CPACE material. Many have

mentioned grammatical errors. I have not seen any. The copyright is 2015. Before purchasing I did

email the question about the book being for the new test and I was told it was.I did four stars as the

flashcards are just same verbiage as the book, but there is a question on the front.

I find this study guide very valuable.I find this extremely helpful as I do not have an administrative

degree. However, I do have 23 years of experience as a teacher in a variety of leadership roles as

well as a MA in Leadership and Curriculum and Instruction.This give me the highlights an the

emphasis of the exam. I do wish you had at least two multiple choice assessments to practice. It

would also be helpful if you provided samples for the constructed response items.



The test prep is packed full of information relevant to the test. The organization could be better, and

the practice test is relevant. However the 3 written content items are right off the cde website.

Awful. Full of spelling, grammar, punctuation and all manner of mistakes. The practice test is

useless with some of the questions even repeated. Not worth the paper it is printed on. Spend your

money elsewhere. Quickly written and very poor in quality. Wish I had saved my money.

If you are trying to get your California Preliminary Administrative credentials this is the go-to review

guide. It goes quickly but thoroughly and packs a mean study punch to help you get ready and

qualified to pass the exam. Some benefits of the guide are the testing and study secrets and a full

set of practice questions.

It tells you what you should study if you aren't sure about it.

I was seeking a tool to support studying for the Administrative Credential. I purchased the CPACE

Written Secrets Study Guide and what I have read so far is wonderful. The text is straightforward

and provides insight that is succinct and meaningful.

The text is a no-frills, straight-to-the-point kind of book completely without fluff and fancy graphics.

Just the way I like a text book to be. I do not like to spend time reading through side bars and little

squares with â€œstudy tipsâ€• so commonly found in textbooks today.
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